Building an

Enterprise
Cloud
For the Digital Age

Brochure

Invisible Cloud, Infinite
possibilities

The flux in the global business landscape caused by the technological disruptions is
making enterprises adopt new age digital technologies, DevOps approach and hybrid
cloud models to stay relevant.
Clearly, winning and retaining customers in such times demands a digital-ready
infrastructure whose digital-ready systems and processes can support ever-evolving
customer and user requirements.
So how can businesses transform their infrastructure to keep pace with the rapidly
changing digital landscape? How can they unleash innovation with an agile, resilient
infrastructure foundation that eliminates vendor lock-in and optimizes cost?

Co-Create your Digital Infrastructure with Zensar
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Zensar Digital Infrastructure Services
Zensar’s Digital Infrastructure offerings transform the legacy infrastructure with next-gen
digital services. It allows customers to respond with speed, agility and scale by building
resilient and scalable software defined infrastructure.
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Cloud Enablement
Private| Hybird | Public
| Multi Cloud
IAAS / PaaS
DRaaS | BaaS |
Storage-As-Service | Securityas-Service | Tape to Cloud
NW Transformation
SDWAN | Virtualization |
LB | F5

User Aware

Modemization
APR | TCO Analysis | DC
Transformation

Technology Aware

Business Aware

Services

Cloud As Code
API Driven Infrastructure |
Integration with service fabric

Infrastructure Support
Server & NW Support |
Monitoring | Management

Business Benefits
•
•

10X higher frequency of releases •
Guaranteed 99.999 availability
•

Provisioning time down to minutes from weeks
Technology Coverage across Core, Cloud and Edge

Zensar’s Wired Autonomous Cloud Solution
Autonomous cloud capabilities for faster deployments and higher quality products
Wired Autonomous Cloud is Zensar`s Platform that allows customers to develop any app, deploy
in any cloud and deliver to any device. It does so by providing a control pane for managing the
artifacts across a datacenter in: Core, Cloud and Edge. The platform provides the following
unique benefits to ensure performance & best-in class infrastructure management.
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Awards and Recognitions

Mentioned as an Innovator in
Avasant's Hybrid Cloud RadarViewTM
Report 2019-2020

Recognized as a Niche Player in 2020
Gartner Magic Quadrant for Data
Center Outsourcing and Hybrid
Infrastructure Managed Services,
North America

Zensar – A Transformative
Case Study at Harvard
Business School

Zensar Technologies
On the digital highway

Won Special Award at ISG Paragon Awards
America 2019-2020
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We conceptualize, build, and manage digital products through experience design, data
engineering, and advanced analytics for over 200 leading companies. Our solutions
leverage industry-leading platforms, and help clients be competitive, agile, and disruptive
as they navigate transformational changes with velocity.
With headquarters in Pune, India, our 10,000+ associates work across 33 locations,
including San Jose, Seattle, Princeton, Cape Town, London, Singapore, and Mexico City.
For more information please contact: marketing@zensar.com | www.zensar.com

